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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Vibrio parahaemolyticus inhabits coastal waters worldwide, and is the leading 

cause of seafood-associated gastroenteritis, most commonly following ingestion 

of raw oysters. Incidence peaks in warmer months, which correlates with 

seasonal increases in V. parahaemolyticus numbers in seawater and shellfish. 

Increasing seawater temperatures, combined with spread of a virulent serotype 

O4:K12 strain from the Pacific Northwest to the Atlantic coast, have contributed 

to a ca. 10-fold increase in infections in recent years (1). Since serotyping 

provides limited strain resolution, multiple DNA-based typing methods have been 

developed for evolutionary and epidemiological analysis of this pathogen (2). 

PFGE provides high level resolution but is technically complex and time 

consuming. MLST, examining SNPs in 7 relatively conserved housekeeping 

genes, has proven to be highly informative; e.g., demonstrating the spread of 

ST36 strains (correlated with serotype O4:K12) to New England states where 

they represented nearly 50% of clinical isolates (3). That study also showed 

congruency between MLST and whole genome sequencing, which enhances 

strain resolution by extending MLST to the core genome (cgMLST). However, 

since MLST and cgMLST are costly, and length-based methods such as PFGE 

and MLVA have intrinsically limited data portability, alternative sequence-based 

typing methods warrant exploration. Polymorphic locus sequence typing (PLST) 

targets tandem repeat-containing loci which undergo insertion/deletion at 

relatively high frequency while also accumulating SNPs within both repeat and 

flanking regions. Consequently, PLST of only one or two loci can provide, at 

lower cost and more rapid turnaround, resolution exceeding MLST or MLVA and 

approaching cgMLST. Recent studies described the development of PLST for 

foodborne pathogens Listeria monocytogenes (4) and Salmonella enterica (5), 

and further demonstrated the ability to type directly from colonies, enrichments, 

and other crude samples. 

METHODS

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Bioinformatics. Candidate PLST loci were identified using Tandem Repeats Database 

(https://tandem.bu.edu) in the chromosomes 1 and 2 sequences of oyster isolate FDA_R31 and clinical 

isolate CDC_K4557. Repeats plus 500 nuc flanks were used as queries in BLASTN searches of the 

GenBank Nucleotide/nr and Refseq genomes databases. Downloaded sequences were aligned (Clustal

Omega) and conserved regions identified for use as primer targets. Sequences were trimmed to these 

regions, and the alignments repeated and saved in PHYLIP format. These were analyzed using dnapars and 

visualized using drawgram from the PHYLIP package (http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html). 

Simpson dominance index was calculated using the formula D = 1- (Ʃ n(n-1)/N(N-1)), where n = number of 

strains with a given allele and N = total number of strains.

Strains and lysate preparation. V. parahaemolyticus strains were streaked for isolation on marine agar 

(Baltimore Biological Laboratory), colonies suspended in 200 l Tris/EDTA, and lysates prepared by boiling 

for 10 min. To test loci stability, single colonies were passaged on fresh plates daily for 10 days, and colonies 

from first and final plates used to prepare lysates.

PCR and sequencing. Colony lysates were centrifuged to pellet debris, and aliquots used as PCR 

templates with Taq polymerase as recommended (New England BioLabs) and primers (IDT) based on 

conserved flanking sequences. Products were treated with ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix), sequencing primer 

added, and samples  submitted for sequencing (Genewiz). Sequences were edited as needed based on 

visual inspection of chromatograms, and trimmed to common termini. 

Typing from oyster liquor. Retail oysters from eastern U.S. coast were purchased in September and 

October, 2017. After shucking, 1.5 ml liquor was removed, allowed to settle, and top layer centrifuged. 

Supernatants were discarded, pellets suspended in Tris/EDTA, heated 100oC 10 min, and centrifuged again. 

Supernatant DNA was purified (Epoch Life Science) and used as template for nested PCR.

Introduction: Vibrio parahaemolyticus is a common inhabitant of coastal 

estuaries, and in warmer months can accumulate to relatively high levels in the 

shellfish that populate those waters. Human gastrointestinal infection

occasionally follows ingestion of raw oysters, and can lead to extended 

closures of implicated oyster beds with serious economic consequences.

Purpose: To track down the source of human infection, and to monitor the 

spread of virulent strains, user-friendly and affordable polymorphic locus 

sequence typing (PLST) services that provide sufficient resolution for 

epidemiological analysis were developed and evaluated. 

Methods: Bioinformatic analyses of the GenBank nucleotide/nr database 

identified the polymorphic tandem repeat-containing loci VpMT1 and VpMT2 on 

chromosomes 1 and 2 as promising PLST targets, resolving 19 of 20 and 20 of 

21 strains, respectively. Further analysis of the larger refseq genomes 

database (>700 strains) confirmed these results, yielding Simpson's diversity 

indexes of ≥0.99 (compared to 0.88-0.96 by length analysis of these same loci 

in previously reported MLVA studies).

Results: Phylogenetic analysis identified multiple clusters representing strains 

known or likely to be epidemiologically related; e.g., 9 serotype O4:K12 strains 

isolated from midwestern USA and Pacific northwest patients in 2007. 

Correlation with MLST was strong but resolution was higher; e.g., North 

American ST36 strains yielded 17 VpMT1 alleles. In the laboratory, VpMT1 and 

VpMT2 were robust, resolving 15 of 16 strains following amplification and 

sequencing directly from heat-killed colonies. Moreover, the ability to detect 

and type V. parahaemolyticus directly from oysters, without enrichment or 

colony isolation, was demonstrated. Specifically, 3 of 7 oysters harvested in 

September, and 2 of 24 harvested in October, yielded VpMT nested PCR 

products whose sequences were unique but closely matched GenBank entries 

from North American clinical or environmental isolates.

Significance: PLST of VpMT loci, facilitated by safe and convenient 

outsourcing, represents a promising new tool for V. parahaemolyticus 

epidemiology and surveillance.

▪ This work was driven by the need for a V. parahaemolyticus typing method that addresses the issues of cost, complexity, and turnaround time 

associated with PFGE, MLST, and whole genome sequencing (i.e., cgMLST) while providing the resolution required for routine strain surveillance and 

real-time outbreak detection and investigation. 

▪ PLST, based on conventional PCR amplification and dideoxynucleotide sequence analysis of one or two highly informative loci, is technically robust, as 

illustrated by the culture-independent typing directly from oyster liquor. 

▪ In contrast to cgMLST, PLST is user-friendly, based on simple clustal alignments and BLASTN searches of publicly available GenBank databases. 

▪ V. parahaemolyticus PLST can be commercially outsourced and hence requires no additional investment in equipment, reagents, or trained personnel.

Fig. 1. Alignment of VpMT1 and VpMT2 sequences from V. parahaemolyticus strains 

representing northwestern (10-7197, British Columbia), northeastern (MAVP-26, 

Massachusetts), and southeastern (R87, Florida) isolates from North America. Tandem 

repeats are indicated in blue, indels are represented by dashes, variations in flanking 

regions are highlighted in red, and asterisks represent conserved sequence.

10-4242, 10-4245, 10-4246, 10-4248, 10-4274[2005] (2006, British Columbia, clinical, O4:KII*)

GCSL_R75, GCSL_R76, GCLS_R77 (8-23-07, Virginia, oyster, O8:Kuk) 

CTVP27C, CTVP31C, CTVP34C (2013, Connecticut, clinical) 

CFSAN007432[6-16-13], CFSAN007435[8-3-13] (Maryland, clinical, ST631) 

MAVP-A, MAVP-E, MAVP-L, MAVP-T (2010, Massachusetts, clinical, ST631) 

GCSL_R144, GCSL_R145, GCLS_R146 (11-07, Florida, oyster, O5:Kuk)

CFSAN007449[8-21-12], CFSAN007450[8-22-12], CFSAN007451[8-24-12] (Anne Arundel, Maryland, clinical, ST3)

10-4243[OUT], 10-4244[O8] (2006, British Columbia, clinical, KUT) 

10-4287, A3EZ634 (2003, British Columbia, clinical, O6:K18) 

C142, C145, C150[Kut], 08-7626(Alberta), 10-7205 (2008, British Columbia, clinical, O1:K58) 

GCSL_R7, GCSL_R8 (3-14-07, Texas, oyster, O10:Kuk) 

GCSL_R136, GCSL_R137, GCSL_R138 (11-21-07, South Carolina, oyster, O1:K20)

GCSL_87, GCSL_R88 (8-13-07, Florida, oyster, O8:K70) 

CFSAN012491, CFSAN012492, CFSAN012493, CFSAN012494 (2010, Maryland, oyster, ST8)

GCSL_R10, GCSL_R149, GCSL_R150 (3-19-07, Florida, oyster, O1:Kuk) 

CDC_K4636[9-25-06], CDC_K5618[8-16-07], CDC_K5620[8-23-07] (New York, clinical, O10:Kuk)

09-3218, 09-4660, 09-4663, 09-4664, 09-1772[Alberta], 09-4434[Alberta] (2009, British Columbia, clinical, O1:KUT)
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Fig. 4. Dendrogram of VpMT1 sequences from strains known or likely to be 

epidemiologically related. Sequences were extracted from GenBank databases, 

along with strain data (isolation date, U.S. state or Canadian province source, clinical or 

oyster isolate, serotype, and sequence type, if known; brackets indicate strain data 

differences that remain consistent with epidemiological relatedness). *, O4:KII strains 

that  share ambiguous (weak) K serotype.

Fig.5. Dendrogram of VpMT1 sequences from strains 

representing the most common N. American MLST 

sequence types. Left, maximum likelihood analysis 

demonstrating resolution of strains into ST-specific clusters. 

Right, parsimony analysis demonstrating resolution of single STs 

into multiple VpMT1 alleles. /#, number of additional strains with 

same allele.
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Fig. 3.  Dendrograms of 

laboratory-generated VpMT

sequences. Black, amplified 

from heat-inactivated 

colonies; red, amplified 

directly from oyster liquors. 

Selected sequences from 

GenBank (GB; blue) were 

included for comparison. 

Brackets indicate O4:K12 

(ST36) strain clusters.

(http://shail-kamini.blogspot.com/2011/09/

quick-and-easy-tip-for-shucking-oysters.html

Fig. 2.  Dendrograms of VpMT

sequences from all North 

American strains represented in 

GenBank Nucleotide/nr and Refseq

genomes databases. /#, number of 

additional strains with same allele.
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